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“C’est pas grave, c’est la famille”
Opening Friday 3rd of March 2017
(VIP Preview 02.03.17)
David Martelleur (Photography)
Benoit Moureau (Installation)
Bart Rampelberg (Sculpture)

David Martelleur
Photography

David Martelleur is on a mission to infinity
and beyond but … yet to be defined. First a
man, then a photographer, always a skater
and sometime a headache. David is one of
those rare soul turning anything he touches
into a miracle of bliss, an explosion of
anger, your biggest burst of laughter or
skimming the pit of your (s)existence.
There is no in-between, no warm water, no
steady ground to stand on.
On his path to retirement, at the dawn of his new artistic career, he
is offering us the full spectrum of his world wide adventures in a
never-shown before Photography collection covering his latest errands.

Photos Credit @David_Martelleur 2016

Benoit Moureau
Installation

Don’t be fooled by the silence, by the
plenitude, Benoit’s works has received mad
reviews over the year and he is on display in
some major art and design retailers in
Belgium. Active since 2002, he has shown his
work all across Europe from France to Sweden.
Benoit majored in interior design and bathed
in skateboard culture from his youngest age,
reuniting this two assets through the lens of his radical and critical
vision resulted in skilfully crafted collection of furnitures made
entirely of up-cycled used boards reflecting on the cultural and
social symbols of his culture and integrating notions dears to him
such as simplicity, character, decadence and recovery.

Photos Credits @Bang_Bang Design
2016

Bart Rampelberg
Sculpture

Riding his way through life, Bart
Rampelberg is a one-of-a-kind multitasking soul-shaking heart-mending bonebreaking wood-bending mother fucker of
an artist. He has gathered like-minded
craftsmen under one roof in order to
create an ambitious Art Gallery focus on
skateboard culture. This is the first
project of this kind in Belgium and
nobody but him could have found the
drive to skilfully organise and unite
such an eclectic bunch.
His work reflects on this idea of
assemblage and construction/
deconstruction. He cuts, slices, glues, breaks, paints and bends
boards, adding even more personality to what already hold a strong
emotionally value using vintage boards and found items sourced in his
nearby environnement.
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Pop Up Skate Art
Gallery

Circa last year… Pop Up Skate Art
Gallery has taken its marks in the
Sainte Catherine Neighbourhood in
Brussels, booming with exciting
projects, a show at a time, we are
building a window through
skateboard culture for everyone to
see. We put a huge emphasis on
collaboration and personal
involvement with related artists
as we think it is one of the core
value of who we are as artists and
skateboarding aficionados. First
of its kind space in Belgium, we
hope to gather all the energies around this exciting project both on a
commercial and cultural level.
Let the good times roll :)
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